
BRIEF AUS ISRAEL FÜR HERRN BECKER

Hello, I am Shlomo Regev, an Is-
raeli Jew, I was born in Tel Aviv in 
1947. I was a soldier in the IDF. I 
participated in wars and I even 
wounded. After I went on and also 
taught serving my country in re-
serve until the age 51…Next stage 
of my life, in the early 2000s want-
ing to serve my country and my 
neighbors as a peace activist, I 

found a Palestinian partner, Mhammed from near Qalqilia and started organizing young groups 
and educating each other for mutual recognition and returning to rediscover the humanity of 
each other and the humanity, with which we came so often to the city of Frankfurt, to Club 
Voltaire opened us doors to host our activities for Peace and brotherhood. We were surprised 
to hear there were causes wanting to close the place ( Club Voltaire ) on the grounds of 
anti-Semitic activity, I heard that a place in Frankfurt who gives a stage to those who work for
a life of freedom, equality, brotherhood and dignity between Israelis and Palestinians (people 
experiencing bitter and ongoing conflict) is labeled as anti-Semitic!? I heard and did not believe 
it! … 

BRIEF AUS PALÄSTINA FÜR HERRN BECKER

I am Mohammed J. from Palestinian- West Bank -Qalqilia.
I am activists in the Palestinian/ Israeli conflict management and resolution
I am working with my college Shlomo Regev since 18 years, we still working in this, 
building trust giving chances to enemies to be together to learn more about each other 
then to find alternative ways to live together instead of killing each other.....
We also got a lot of financial and technical support forom the German community, also 
we have been involved to Club Voltaire several times to meet and to talk with the inter-
ested people to update them and to get their support by increasing their awareness 
about our work and our achievements, every time in Club Voltaire we met very serious 
and curious people who support us and courage to continue in our work .
in Club Voltaire we feel and we treated equal (Palestinian and Israeli ) , we wish to
have more Clubs like Voltaire to support our issue to reduce hearted and violence
in our region.
We like to come to Club Voltaire every often to meet the amazing and interested people
to return back more strong to our region.
Thank you  Hope to meet you in Club Voltaire
Mohammed Jo


